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MRD-544 (2.15.4) For one Bennu rotation period, measure the integrated absolute flux of 

thermally emitted radiation with ≤ 3% accuracy and derive the thermal inertia of Bennu. 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

Summary of Requirement 

The requirement is to measure the thermal flux from Bennu for one full rotation with OTES 

before it fills the OTES field of view.  These observations will provide a direct bridge between 

higher spatial resolution observations at later mission phases with telescopic observations that 

can be/have been (e.g., Spitzer) made of Bennu.  The observations will take place during 

Approach phase.  Disk-integrated thermal inertia will be derived (as a function of rotational 

phase) from these observations using the asteroid thermal model (FTPM). 

Verification of this requirement includes 

    Establishing that OTES can measure the thermally emitted flux with the required accuracy 

    Establishing that the mission profile enables observations to meet the temporal and spatial 

requirements 

    Demonstrating that the software required for the analysis has been provided and tested 

        Derivation of thermal inertia from the disk-integrated OTES thermal flux spectra 

    Establishing that the SPOC data storage and dissemination plan enables ready transfer of 

necessary data products across the different processing steps 

Data Products Required 

The thermal model (FTPM) will be used to determine the thermal inertia that best-fits the 

measured thermal fluxes at each rotational phase. 

    Inputs 

        OTES L2 radiance spectra 

        Bolometric Bond Albedo Map -- from ground observations or updated from Approach data 

        Global Shape Model -- existing radar shape model or update from Approach data 

        RMS tilt map (ALT-15) -- can move forward with estimate if not available 

        Resolution Mapping Ancillary File (ALT-28) 

        Bennu Spin State (ALT-35) 

            Heliocentric ecliptic coordinates of spin pole 

            Rotation period 

    Outputs 



        Rotationally Resolved Thermal Inertia (TA-008) 

    No other dependencies exist for this product 

Ability/Availability of the System to Generate Sufficient Observations 

Derivation of absolute flux to 3% accuracy depends on the OTES instrument meeting its 

performance requirements, which has been demonstrated/documented elsewhere (see below). 

The current DRM contains the required observations to meet the global coverage, spatial 

resolution, time of day, and data return requirements. 

Minimum Success Criteria 

To enable OTES to collect the required data, operations during the Approach phase must, at a 

minimum, include OTES observations of Bennu covering a full rotation of the asteroid when the 

spacecraft distance is close enough to the asteroid to meet the accuracy requirements, yet still far 

enough away that the asteroid does not fill the OTES field-of-view. 

Dependencies by Mission Phase 

Approach: The spacecraft must meet the range-to-Bennu requirement specified by the DRM in 

order to ensure that OTES collects spectra with sufficient signal-to-noise before Bennu fills the 

OTES field-of-view.  

Input data to (i.e., updated spin-state information) must be available before derivation of 

Rotationally Resolved Thermal Inertia can begin. 

Adequacy of the DRM 

The mission profile described by DRM Rev. C currently enables the required data to be 

collected. 

Data Products per Mission Phase 

Approach:  Production of these science products begins immediately after the completion of 

OTES instrument pipeline processing resulting in L2 (calibrated radiance) products.  

    It will take approximately 1 week to produce and validate the Rotationally Resolved Thermal 

Inertia, once all of the required inputs are available.  

Overview of Processing 

Software required to satisfy MRD-544: 

    The Rotationally Resolved Thermal Inertia is derived using the TAWG thermal model 

algorithm (FTPM - fast thermophysical model) (ALG-TA-001). 

        FTPM has been delivered to the SPOC. 

 



 

Provenance of Algorithms, Software, and Techniques 

 

The general form of the thermal model algorithm used is a standard energy balance algorithm 

that includes the effects of heat conduction and storage.  The process will be to run a 

thermophysical model with parameters appropriate to the observation in order to reproduce 

OTES-derived Temperature Maps.  For the Approach Phase data, thermal inertia will be varied 

to match the measured disk-integrated flux.  For the Survey phase data, thermal inertia will be 

varied to match the temperatures derived from OTES as a function of time-of-day.  For the 

Reconnaissance Phase data, thermal inertia will be varied to reproduce the temperature measured 

by OTES of the sample site.  

 

The thermal model to be used at Bennu (FTPM) is a direct outgrowth of the thermal model 

developed by Ben Rozitis during his PhD dissertation research, and is informed by more than 10 

years of asteroid thermal model research by the science member co-I responsible for this data 

product (see references below). Ben Rozitis was employed as a post-doc by OSIRIS-REx to 

modify his thermal model for use by the mission, and he is now a collaborator who is very active 

in TAWG activities. The numerical approach is described in a few publications (see references 

below).  During development of the thermal model, Ben Rozitis and Josh Emery tested and 

refined their thermal model for Bennu in collaboration with thermal engineers and with Dr. 

Marco Delbo of the Observatory of Nice.  

 

Primary references 

 

    Rozitis, B. and S.F. Green 2011. Directional characteristics of thermal-infrared beaming from 

atmosphereless planetary bodies - a new thermophysical model. MNRAS 415, 2042-2062. 



    Rozitis, B. and S.F. Green 2012. The influence of rough surface thermal-infrared beaming on 

the Yarkovsky and YORP effects. MNRAS 423, 367-388. 

    Rozitis, B. 2011.  "Physical and Dynamical Characterisation of Near Earth Asteroids via 

Thermophysical Modeling." Open University PhD Dissertation, advisor: Dr. Simon Green. 

 

Supporting references 

 

    Emery, J. P., D. P. Cruikshank, and J. Van Cleve (2006) Thermal emission spectroscopy (5.2 - 

38 µm) of three Trojan asteroids with the Spitzer Space Telescope:  Detection of fine-grained 

silicates, Icarus, 182, 496-512. 

    Emery, J.P., et al. 2014. Thermal infrared observations and thermophysical characterization of 

OSIRIS-REx target asteroid (101955) Bennu. Icarus 234, 17-35. 

    Kieffer, H. H. (2012) Thermal model for analysis of Mars infrared mapping, JGR-in press, 

doi:10.1029/2012JE004164. (Despite the title of the paper, this is a generalized thermal model 

applicable airless bodies as well as Mars.) 

    Delbó, M. and Tanga (2009) Thermal inertia of main belt asteroids smaller than 100 km from 

IRAS data. Planetary and Space Science, 57, 259. 

    Delbó, M. et al. (2007) Thermal inertia of near-Earth asteroids and implications for the 

magnitude of the Yarkovsky effect.Icarus, 190, 236. 

 

Expected/Simulated Data 

The performance of the OTES instrument (including calibration data showing that the 3% 

absolute flux requirement is met) is detailed in the OTES instrument manuscript at this link: 

https://sciwik.lpl.arizona.edu/wiki/pages/U3B5r7/Space_Science_Reviews__Special_Issue.html 

The asteroid thermal model (FTPM) has been tested by verifying that it can: 

    Compute surface temperatures on Bennu using the existing radar shape model. 

    Derive thermal inertia from simulated temperature maps (again, using the existing radar shape 

model). 

These tests are documented in ppt slides for TAWG telecons, during which the results of the 

tests were presented to the TAWG.  (Thermal Analysis Working Group Scratch Page) 

Analysis & Verification Methods 

For OTES instrument performance, reference the above-linked manuscript.   

 



The core of the thermal model for OSIRIS-REx was developed by Ben Rozitis during his PhD 

dissertation and a subsequent post-doc at the Open University.  The Rozitis et al. publications 

listed above describe the development of the model and testing against results produced by other 

models. 

The OSIRIS-REx thermal model was tested against two other published thermal model, those of 

M. Delbo and J. Emery.  The model by J. Emery is the one that was used to derive the thermal 

inertia of Bennu from Spitzer space telescope observations.  The OSIRIS-REx thermal model ran 

significantly faster than the other two (by virtue of running on GPUs) and produced results 

(computed temperatures and fluxes) that agreed with the other two models to less than 1%. 

 

The OSIRIS-REx thermal model and J. Emery's thermal model were both used to estimate the 

thermal inertia of Itokawa from unpublished Spitzer space telescope data.  Both models gave 

results of 700 +/- 200 SI units for the thermal inertia of Itokawa.  The large uncertainty is due to 

calibration issues with the data, and we decided not to publish these results because they do not 

improve on previous estimates and we are not confident in the calibration of the data. 

 

Two versions of the OSIRIS-REx thermal model were built and delivered to the SPOC.  The 

Advanced ThermoPhysical Model (ATPM) is the more sophisticated model, in that it considers 

facet-to-facet shape-shadowing and self-heating calculations.  These calculations are 

computationally expensive, so the Fast ThermoPhysicalModel (FTPM) was developed and 

delivered.  The FTPM neglects facet-to-facet shape-shadowing and self-heating, so runs 

significantly faster.  Temperatures computed with the FTPM match those from the ATPM to 

within a few K, except in the case of low thermal inertias near the equator.  The accuracies of the 

ATPM and FTPM thermal inertia retrievals were tested by computing temperatures on the radar 

shape model using the ATPM, adding 1 K Gaussian random noise to those temperatures to 

represent measurement uncertainties, then retrieving thermal inertias using both the ATPM and 

the FTPM.  The ATPM retrieval was within 2 to 3 percent of the input thermal inertia 

everywhere.  The FTPM retrieval was within 20% of the input thermal inertia everywhere.  The 

ATPM was used to determine that the requirement of predicting temperatures to within +/- 10K 

levies a requirement on thermal inertia of 20%, so the both versions of the OSIRIS-REx thermal 

model satisfy the necessary requirements.  The FTPM will be the baseline model, to ensure that 

the production timeline is met.  The ATPM will be run concurrently to provide verification of the 

results of the FTPM.For thermal model performance, see the discussion under 

Expected/Simulated Data above. 

Existing or Potential Liens 

There are currently no known liens on the DRM, OTES instrument, or spacecraft system that 

would degrade the solution or preclude success.  

SPOC Requirements 



SPOC must produce OTES instrument L2 calibrated radiance spectra and enable these to be fed 

into the thermal modeling software (FTPM). Geometric information is needed for the production 

of Rotationally Resolved Thermal Inertia. 

The SPOC-Thermal Analysis ICD is available here: 

UA-ICD-9.4.4-1012_SPOC to TA Working Group ICD_DRAFT_0.n_CCv0012.docx 

External Interfaces 

There are no external interfaces for derivation of spot temperature.  

The thermal model (FTPM) runs on Windows workstations that the SPOC will provide.  No 

other external interfaces are required. 

~~~~~~~~~~~ Below obsolete, can be used above if useful ~~~~~~~~~ 

Data Products 

Rotationally resolved thermal inertia (MRD-544) 

Rotationally resolved, disk-integrated thermal inertias will enable a reassessment of predicted 

surface temperatures and will be directly comparable to the Spitzer Space telescope data, 

providing a nice bridge to telescopic observations of Bennu. 

Process Overview 

Thermal inertia is determined by observing the response of the surface to changes in energy 

input – primarily solar insolation. During the different mission phases, this thermal response will 

manifest itself in different ways with respect to the data obtained by OTES and the other 

instruments. 

Rotationally Resolved Thermal Inertia will be derived from full disk observations during 

approach phase. The results will be reported as a single value (with appropriate uncertainty) for 

each rotational phase observed. Because full-disk observations integrate the flux of the entire 

visible hemisphere, it is not possible to directly map the change in temperature with time of day 

for this mission phase. Instead, the goal will be to fit the observed full-disk thermal radiance 

spectrum at each rotational phase observed. The Project-approved thermal model will be used to 

calculate temperature distributions across the surface, using the most up-to-date shape model. 

Spectral radiance will be calculated from the model temperatures and will then be integrated over 

the visible hemisphere. The model thermal inertia will be varied until the integrated model 

radiance spectrum matches the observed radiance spectrum. 

Expected Data Return by Mission Phase 

Approach (Rotationally Resolved Thermal Inertia Maps): Bennu will be observed with OTES on 

approach. Data will be collected over at least one entire rotation period of the asteroid. The data 

returned will consist of calibrated radiance spectra for each OTES integration. These disk‐

integrated radiances will be used to constrain thermal inertia by varying the model thermal 

inertia to match the disk‐integrated radiance. The expected thermal inertia product from this 



phase is a list of thermal inertias (and uncertainties) with a single value corresponding to each 

OTES full‐disk measurement that is referenced to an asteroid sub-observer longitude. 

Data Processing Tasks 

A thermal model will be developed before arrival at the asteroid. The general form of the 

algorithm used will be a standard energy balance algorithm that includes the effects of heat 

conduction and storage. The process will be to run a thermophysical model with parameters 

appropriate to the observation in order to reproduce OTES measurements. 

 

For the Approach Phase data, thermal inertia will be varied to match the measured disk‐

integrated radiance. 

Time-frame for Data Processing 
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ABBREVIATIONS AND ACRONYMS 

Table 1-1: Abbreviations and Acronyms 

Phrase/Acronym Description 

ALTWG Altimetry Working Group 

API Application Programming Interface 

CCD Charge Couple Device 

CSV Comma Separated Values 

DSK Digital Shape Kernel 

DTM Digital Terrain Model of Asteroid Bennu 

EU Engineering Units 

FITS Flexible Image Transport System 

ICD Interface Control Document 

I/F Radiance Factor (Reflectance) 

IPWG Image Processing Working Group 

IR Infra-red 

ISIS Integrated Software for Imagers and Spectrometers 

ISO International Standards Organization 

LIDAR Light Detection And Ranging 

L0 Level 0 (Science or Engineering) data product 

L1 Level 1 (Science or Engineering) data product 

L2 Level 2 (Science or Engineering) data product 

OCAMS OSIRIS-REx Camera Suite 

OpNav Optical Navigation 

OSIRIS-REx Origins, Spectral Interpretation, Resource Identification, 

Security-Regolith Explorer 

OTES OSIRIS-REx Thermal Emission Spectrometer 

OVIRS OSIRIS-REx Visible and near-IR Spectrometer 

PDS Planetary Data System 

PSFDs Particle Size Frequency Distributions 

PVL Parameter Value Language 

SAWG Spectral Analysis Working Group 

SIS Software Interface Specification 

SPICE Spacecraft, Planet, Instrument, Camera, Events kernels 

SPOC Science Processing and Operations Center 

TAG Touch-And-Go 

TAWG Thermal Analysis Working Group 

TBD To Be Determined/Delivered 

UTC Universal Time Coordinated 

 

  



1 Scope  

1.1 Purpose 
The purpose of this document is to describe the transfer of data between the SPOC and the 

Thermal Analysis working group (TAWG). 

1.2 Applicability 
This document is intended to define the interface between the Thermal Analysis working group 

(TAWG) and Science Processing and Operations Center (SPOC). 

This document describes the following information: 

1. Each data product the TAWG is delivering to the SPOC for storage in the SPOC repository 
2. A brief description for each product 
3. The file format of each product 
4. The metadata associated with each product 
5. The inputs required by the TAWG to generate each product 
6. How the TAWG intends to query SPOC repository to receive those inputs 
7. The version control method that will be used by the TAWG to perform configuration 

management of software 

 

 

 



2 Applicable Documents 
The following documents of the exact issue shown form a part of this specification to the extent 

specified herein. In the event of conflict between the documents referenced herein and the 

contents of this specification, the contents of this specification shall be considered a superseding 

requirement. 

 

Table 2-1: Applicable Documents 

Ref. Document Number 
(include Revision and 

Date) 

Title 

AD-1 UA-SIS-9.4.4-324 

Rev 1.1 2016-04-12 

Map Format SIS 

AD-2 UA-SIS-9.4.4-317 

Rev 1.0 2015-05-15 

Thermal Analysis Derived Data Product SIS 

AD-3 UA-SIS-9.4.4-304 

Rev. 2.0 2016-05-04 

OSIRIS-REx Thermal Emission Spectrometer (OTES) 

Uncalibrated / Calibrated Data Product SIS 

 

  



3 Introduction 
The Origins, Spectral Interpretation, Resource Identification, and Security–Regolith Explorer 

(OSIRIS-REx) mission will return the first pristine samples of carbonaceous material from the 

surface of a primitive asteroid. OSIRIS-REx’s target asteroid (101955) Bennu is the most 

exciting, accessible, volatile, and organic-rich remnant from the early solar system, as well as 

one of the most potentially hazardous asteroids known.  

After launching in September 2016, OSIRIS-REx begins a two-year cruise to Bennu that 

includes an Earth flyby in September of 2017. OSIRIS-REx detects Bennu 60 days in advance of 

rendezvous and surveys its environment for natural satellites and other hazards. OSIRIS-REx 

then spends the next 16 months characterizing the surface and orbital environment of Bennu. 

Four candidate sample sites are characterized with OSIRIS-REx’s instrument suite and the 

Touch-And-Go (TAG) maneuver sequence is practiced. In July, 2020, OSIRIS-REx executes the 

TAG maneuver and collects both bulk and surface samples. After a period of quiescent drifting 

away from Bennu, in March of 2021, OSIRIS-REx begins its return journey to the Earth. 

Following a 2.5 year return cruise, the Sample Return Capsule (SRC) is released, re-entering 

Earth’s atmosphere and landing at the Utah Test & Training Range in September of 2023.  

3.1 SPOC Overview 
The Science Processing and Operations Center (SPOC) is the centralized location for all 

OSIRIS-REx science data processing during the operational phases of the mission. 

Spacecraft telemetry, science instrument data, and tracking information are received by the 

SPOC. The Ingest portion of the SPOC system ingests the raw science and engineering telemetry 

for all instruments via the Front End Data System (FEDS) interface. The Digest portion of the 

SPOC server then composes complete telemetry products, reassembles data packets into 

complete buffers, generates L0 and L1 engineering data products for all science instruments, 

processes L0 uncalibrated science data products into L2 products ready for analysis, and creates 

FDS OpNav deliverables. The science team develops science data products for site selection as 

well as long-term science, and places those in the SPOC repository. All data products are 

available on the SPOC data repository for storage, retrieval, and delivery to the PDS. 

 



4 Thermal Analysis Working group Data Products 

4.1 Global Temperature Maps (TA-007); Local 

Temperature Maps (TA-004) 

4.1.1 Description 

OTES Spot Brightness Temperatures are binned and averaged by the Make_Maps program to 

produce Global and Local Temperature Maps at the appropriate spatial resolution.  

4.1.2 File Format 

An ancillary FITS file, as described by the Map Format SIS (UA-SIS-9.4.4-324) will be used for 

the Global and Local Temperature Maps. 

4.1.3 Description of Metadata 

The metadata associated with the ancillary FITS File can be found in Section 5.2.1.2 “Ancillary 

FITS File” of the Map Format SIS (UA-SIS-9.4.4-324).  

4.1.4 Inputs 

The following data products are used by TAWG in the production of the Global and Local 

Temperature Maps: 

1. OTES Spot Brightness Temperatures [SA-10] 
2. Global/Local Terrain Models (OBJ) [ALT-07, ALT-17] 

The following sections outline how these input products will be searched by the TAWG to 

retrieve them from the SPOC database.  

4.1.4.1 OTES Spot Brightness Temperatures 

OTES Spot Brightness Temperatures (derived from OTES L2 calibrated radiance spectra) that 

are associated with keywords required for TAWG processing (see Appendix  6) will be retrieved 

from the SPOC database using the following search criteria: 

- Geospatial extent of the OTES spot data in body-fixed geodetic (lat, lon) or Cartesian 
(x, y, z) coordinates, or keywords like “Site 1” or “Global”. 

- Date of OTES data acquisition – both by timestamp and by Mission Phase 
- Local time on Bennu where the OTES data was acquired. 
- Photometric angles of OTES data (emission, incidence, and phase). 
- Spacecraft range to Bennu when the OTES data were acquired. 
- Wavelength used in temperature-emissivity separation.  
- Temperature values. 
- Uncertainty of temperature values. 
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4.1.4.2 Global/Local Terrain Models (OBJ)  

Global/Local Terrain Models will be retrieved from the SPOC database using the following 

search criteria: 

- Date created, newest/oldest, or version designation. 
- Geospatial extent in the body-fixed geodetic (lat, lon) or Cartesian (x, y, z) 

coordinates, or keywords like “Site 1” or “Global”. 
- Ground sample distance (resolution). 

 

4.2 Global Thermal Inertia Maps (TA-002); Local Thermal 

Inertia Maps (TA-005) 

4.2.1 Description 

The Global Thermal Inertia Maps illustrate the thermal inertia of the surface of Bennu at the 

appropriate spatial resolution from each observing point in the Detailed Survey Equatorial 

Stations mission phase. Local Thermal Inertia Maps illustrate the thermal inertia of the surface of 

Bennu at an appropriate spatial resolution and are derived from Reconnaissance data. 

4.2.2 File Format 

An ancillary FITS file, as described by the Map Format SIS (UA-SIS-9.4.4-324) will be used for 

the Global and Local Thermal Inertia Maps. 

4.2.3 Description of Metadata 

The metadata associated with the ancillary FITS File can be found in Section 5.2.1.2 “Ancillary 

FITS File” of the Map Format SIS (UA-SIS-9.4.4-324). 

4.2.4 Inputs 

The following data products are used by TAWG in the production of the Global and Local 

Thermal Inertia Maps: 

1. Global/Local Terrain Models (OBJ) [ALT-07, ALT-17] 
2. Bennu Pole and Period of Rotation [ALT-35] 
3. Global/Local Temperature Maps [TA-007, TA-004]   
4. Global/Local Bolometric Bond Albedo Map [SA-42, SA-37]*  
5. Global/Local RMS Tilt Map [ALT-15, ALT-25]* 

* TAWG can move forward with estimated Bolo Bond Albedo and RMS Tilt quantities if 

these products are not available, at the expense of TBD larger uncertainties. 

The following sections outline how these input products will be searched by the TAWG to 

retrieve them from the SPOC database. 
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4.2.4.1 Global/Local Terrain Model (OBJ)  

Global Terrain Models will be retrieved from the SPOC database using the following search 

criteria: 

- Date created, newest/oldest, or version designation. 
- Geospatial extent in the body-fixed geodetic (lat, lon) or Cartesian (x, y, z) 

coordinates, or keywords like “Site 1” or “Global”. 
- Ground sample distance (resolution). 

4.2.4.2 Bennu Pole Location and Period of Rotation 

The Bennu Pole Location and Period of Rotation, as delivered from ALTWG, are encoded in the 

NAIF SPICE Bennu Planetary Constant Kernel (PCK). TAWG does not require the entire PCK, 

but rather the numeric values that describe the Rotation Period and Pole Location with associated 

units. These will be retrieved from the SPOC database using the following search criteria: 

- Rotation Period and Pole Location should be the official values adopted by the 
OSIRIS-REx Mission.  

- In the event that these values are updated during proximity operations, they should 
be searchable by date-time string, or by newest/oldest, with automatic notification 
if the Bennu Pole or Period of Rotation changes. 

4.2.4.3 Global/Local Temperature Maps 

Global Temperature Maps will be retrieved from the SPOC database using the following search 

criteria:   

- Date created, newest/oldest, version designation, Mission Phase. 
- Geospatial extent in the body-fixed geodetic (lat, lon) or Cartesian (x, y, z) 

coordinates, or keywords like “Site 1” or “Global”. 
- Local time on Bennu.  

4.2.4.4 Global/Local Bolometric Bond Albedo Map 

The Global Bolometric Bond Albedo Map will be retrieved from the SPOC database using the 

following search criteria: 

- Date created, newest/oldest, version designation, Mission Phase. 
- Geospatial extent in the body-fixed geodetic (lat, lon) or Cartesian (x, y, z) 

coordinates, or keywords like “Site 1” or “Global”. 

4.2.4.5 Global/Local RMS Tilt Map 

The Global RMS Tilt Map will be retrieved from the SPOC database using the following search 

criteria: 

- Date created, newest/oldest, version designation, Mission Phase. 
- Geospatial extent in the body-fixed geodetic (lat, lon) or Cartesian (x, y, z) 

coordinates, or keywords like “Site 1” or “Global”. 
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familiar with the NAIF toolkit. 

Commented [jpe9]: I agree with DD – we’re requesting 
the values, not the kernel. 



4.3 Predicted Local Temperature Maps (TA-006) 

4.3.1 Description 

Local temperatures at the sample-site during the TAG event will be predicted using the Asteroid 

Thermal Model and the Local Thermal Inertia Map derived from OTES Reconnaissance data. 

4.3.2 File Format 

An ancillary FITS file, as described by the Map Format SIS (UA-SIS-9.4.4-324) will be used for 

the Predicted Local Temperature Map. 

4.3.3 Description of Metadata 

The metadata associated with the ancillary FITS File can be found in Section 5.2.1.2 “Ancillary 

FITS File” of the Map Format SIS (UA-SIS-9.4.4-324). 

4.3.4 Inputs 

The following data products are used by TAWG in the production of the Predicted Local 

Temperature Map 

1. Local Terrain Model (OBJ) [ALT-17] 
2. Bennu Pole and Period of Rotation [ALT-35] 
3. Local Thermal Inertia Maps [TA-005] 
4. Local Bolometric Bond Albedo Map [SA-37]*   
5. Local RMS tilt map [ALT-25]* 
6. Time of TAG 

* TAWG can move forward with a Predicted Local Temperature Map if these products are 

not available, at the expense of TBD larger uncertainties. 

The following sections outline how these input products will be searched by the TAWG to 

retrieve them from the SPOC database. 

4.3.4.1 Local Terrain Model (OBJ)  

Local Terrain Models will be retrieved from the SPOC database using the following search 

criteria: 

- Date created, newest/oldest, or version designation. 
- Geospatial extent in the body-fixed geodetic (lat, lon) or Cartesian (x, y, z) 

coordinates, or keywords like “Site 1” or “Global”. 
- Ground sample distance (resolution). 

4.3.4.2 Bennu Pole Location and Period of Rotation 

The Bennu Pole Location and Period of Rotation, as delivered from ALTWG, are encoded in the 

NAIF SPICE Bennu Planetary Constant Kernel (PCK). TAWG does not require the entire PCK, 

but rather the numeric values that describe the Rotation Period and Pole Location with associated 

units. These will be retrieved from the SPOC database using the following search criteria: 



- Rotation Period and Pole Location should be the official values adopted by the 
OSIRIS-REx Mission.  

- In the event that these values are updated during proximity operations, they should 
be searchable by date-time string, or by newest/oldest, with automatic notification 
if the Bennu Pole or Period of Rotation changes. 

4.3.4.3 Local Thermal Inertia Map 

The Local Thermal Inertia Map will be retrieved from the SPOC database using the following 

search criteria: 

- Date created, newest/oldest, version designation, Mission Phase. 
- Geospatial extent in the body-fixed geodetic (lat, lon) or Cartesian (x, y, z) 

coordinates, or keywords like “Site 1” or “Global”. 

4.3.4.4 Local Bolometric Bond Albedo Map 

The Local Bolometric Bond Albedo Map will be retrieved from the SPOC database using the 

following search criteria: 

- Date created, newest/oldest, version designation, Mission Phase. 
- Geospatial extent in the body-fixed geodetic (lat, lon) or Cartesian (x, y, z) 

coordinates, or keywords like “Site 1” or “Global”. 

4.3.4.5 Local RMS Tilt Map 

The Local RMS Tilt Map will be retrieved from the SPOC database using the following search 

criteria: 

- Date created, newest/oldest, or version designation. 
- Geospatial extent in the body-fixed geodetic (lat, lon) or Cartesian (x, y, z) 

coordinates, or keywords like “Site 1” or “Global”. 

4.3.4.6 Time of TAG 

Time of TAG should be the official date-time string recorded by the OSIRIS-REx Mission for 

the TAG event.  

 

4.4 Rotationally Resolved Thermal Inertia (TA-008) 

4.4.1 Description 

The Rotationally Resolved Thermal Inertia product will be a list of whole-disk thermal inertia 

values of Bennu linked to the rotational phase, analogous to the thermal inertia values derived 

from NASA Spitzer Space Telescope data. 



4.4.2 File Format 

An ASCII CSV) table, as described by Section 5.2 “Data Format Descriptions” of the Thermal 

Analysis SIS (UA-SIS-9.4.4-317), will be used for the Rotationally Resolved Thermal Inertia 

product.  

4.4.3 Description of Metadata 

The metadata associated with the ASCII CSV file can be found in Section 5.2.3 “Rotationally 

Resolved Thermal Inertia” of the Thermal Analysis SIS (UA-SIS-9.4.4-317). 

4.4.4 Inputs 

The following data products are used by TAWG in the production of the Rotationally Resolved 

Thermal Inertia: 

1. OTES L2 Calibrated Radiance Spectra  
2. Preliminary Global Terrain Model  
3. Bennu Pole and Period of Rotation [ALT-35] 
4. Preliminary Bolometric Bond Albedo*  
5. Preliminary Global RMS Tilt Map* 

* TAWG can move forward with an estimated Rotationally Resolved Thermal Inertia if these 

products are not available, at the expense of TBD larger uncertainties. 

The following sections outline how these input products will be searched by the TAWG to 

retrieve them from the SPOC database (where applicable). 

4.4.4.1 OTES L2 Radiance Spectra 

OTES L2 Calibrated Radiance Spectra are tables of homogenous records organized under an 

XML label, as defined by Section 5.2.3 “Calibrated Radiance File Format” of the OTES 

Instrument SIS (UA-SIS-9.4.4-304). These data will be retrieved from the SPOC database using 

the following search criteria: 

- Date of OTES data acquisition – both by timestamp and by Mission Phase. 
- Spacecraft range to Bennu when the OTES data were acquired. 
- Phase angle (Sun-object-spacecraft) at the time of OTES data acquisition. 
- Sub-solar and sub-spacecraft longitude and latitude at the time of OTES data 

acquisition. 

4.4.4.2 Preliminary Global Terrain Models (OBJ)  

The Preliminary Global Terrain Model is either the Nolan shape model of Bennu acquired from 

ground-based radar, or a preliminary shape model derived from Approach data. This is an 

intermediate data product.  

4.4.4.3 Bennu Pole Location and Period of Rotation 

The Bennu Pole Location and Period of Rotation, as delivered from ALTWG, are encoded in the 

NAIF SPICE Bennu Planetary Constant Kernel (PCK). TAWG does not require the entire PCK, 



but rather the numeric values that describe the Rotation Period and Pole Location with associated 

units. These will be retrieved from the SPOC database using the following search criteria: 

- Rotation Period and Pole Location should be the official values adopted by the 
OSIRIS-REx Mission.  

- In the event that these values are updated during proximity operations, they should 
be searchable by date-time string, or by newest/oldest, with automatic notification 
if the Bennu Pole or Period of Rotation changes. 

4.4.4.4 Preliminary Bolometric Bond Albedo 

The Preliminary Bolometric Bond Albedo values are acquired from ground-based observations, 

or a preliminary bond albedo product acquired from Approach data. This is an intermediate data 

product. 

4.4.4.5 Preliminary Global RMS Tilt Map 

The Preliminary Global RMS Tilt Map will be derived from the Preliminary Global Terrain 

Model, e.g. the Nolan shape model of Bennu acquired from ground-based radar, or a preliminary 

shape model derived from Approach data. This is an intermediate data product.  

 

Commented [PP10]: What product are these retrieved 
from, specifically? 

Commented [DD11]: The PCK, as noted above. 



5 Version Control of TAWG Software  
The TAWG maintains a SPOC workstation entitled “TAWG-1”, which hosts an installed copy of 

their software. This software is kept under version control using the SPOC Git Repository at: 

http://orgit.lpl.arizona.edu:7990/projects/SPOC/repos/tawg/browse 

 

The TAWG is responsible for a software suite referred to as the “Asteroid Thermal Model”. This 

suite is split into three sections, ATPM, FTPM, and auxiliary: 

• The ATPM software contains the source code and executables required to run the Advanced 

Thermophysical Model (or ATPM), which is a full implementation of a thermophysical 

model including shadowing and self-heating effects. It can only be run when the true 

shape model of (101955) Bennu is known, i.e. after OSIRIS-REx arrives there.  

• The FTPM software contains the source code and executables required to run the Fast 

Thermophysical Model (or FTPM), which is a look-up table approach built by a partial 

thermophysical model. It neglects shadowing and self-heating effects, and it can be 

applied to any arbitrary shape allowing a look-up table to be built before OSIRIS-REx 

arrives at (101955) Bennu. However, it produces larger uncertainties compared to the 

ATPM, since it lacks shadowing and self-heating effects.  

• The auxiliary software produces various look-up tables required by the ATPM and FTPM 

software. These look-up tables have already been pre-built (as hosted on TAWG-1 

machine). The source code and executables to re-build these, if needed, are maintained in 

the SPOC Git Repo.  

 

 

Commented [PP12]: Do want to know what branch name 
is the "master"? 

http://orgit.lpl.arizona.edu:7990/projects/SPOC/repos/tawg/browse


6 APPENDIX – TAWG Formatted OTES Spot Brightness Temperatures 
Files 

 

The TAWG needs to retrieve OTES Spot Brightness Temperatures [SA-10] from the SPOC Data 

Repository in a format favorable to the Make_Maps, Get_Spots, and Asteroid Thermal Model 

process chain employed by TAWG. These files are generated to associate OTES Spot Brightness 

Temperature with geometry values that describe the OTES instrument and state of Bennu when 

the OTES data were acquired.  

 

Table 6-1 TAWG OTES Brightness Spot Temperature Data Product 

Quantity Units Description Name in SPOC 

JSON 

Source 

Local  Time Time-string 

hh:mm:ss 

Local time of day on Asteroid 

Bennu 

local_true_solar_time Spatial Gen 

Orbit True Anomaly N/A The orbital true anomaly of 

Bennu at the time of the OTES 

observation. The value should 

be provided as a fraction (i.e. 

true anomaly in degrees 

divided by 360). Precision 

should be known to within 0.1 

degrees. 

TBD TBD 

Rotation Phase N/A The rotation phase of Bennu’s 

prime meridian at the time of 

the OTES observation. The 

value should be provided as a 

fraction (i.e., a value between 0 

and 1, where 1 is a full ~4.29 

hr rotation of Bennu). It is the 

equivalent of the fractional 

expression of Greenwich Mean 

Time but on Bennu. Precision 

should be ≤ 0.004 (~1 minute). 

TBD TBD 

OTES Boresight Flag 0 or 1 Binary flag indicating if 

boresight vector 0=does not 

intersect; 1=does intersect 

Bennu 

bore_flag Spatial Gen 

OTES Boresight  Vector N/A This is the 3D unit vector from 

the boresight of OTES to the 

center of the surface facet in 

Bennu body fixed coordinates 

(should include x, y, z 

components). 

boresight_intersection_x 

boresight_intersection_y 

boresight_intersection_z 

Spatial Gen 

OTES Wavelength Meters The wavelength used in the 

brightness temp-emissivity 

separation step. 

TBD  

SAWG Spot Temperature & 

Emissivity File 

Measured Temperature Kelvin SAWG generated OTES Spot 

Brightness Temperature 

TBD SAWG Spot Temperature & 

Emissivity File 

Temperature Uncertainty Kelvin Uncertainty associated with 

SAWG generated OTES Spot 

Brightness Temperature 

TBD SAWG Spot Temperature & 

Emissivity Files 

 

 

Commented [BC13]: In Dani’s ICD for the SPOC-IPWG 
this table also lists the Global Spec quantity names for these 
items.  I think it would be good to do that here too. 

Commented [DD14]: SPOC Reviewers (Matt & Sanford), 
please add global spec ID’s where applicable, as per Beth 
Clark’s request. 

Commented [MB15R14]: Some are TBD pending SAWG 
ICD and implementation 



 

 

 


